AN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY MANX FIND OF
EARLY SCOTTISH STERLINGS
By IAN STEWART

Vieiv of the Coins Struck- in the Isle of Man contains evidence of an
important hoard of twelfth-century Scottish coins. His block of Manx coins includes five pieces
from a recent find on the island, which, as will be seen from the reproduction below (fig. 1),
are of types now well known as belonging to Stephen of England (no. 1), and to William the
Lion (no. 2), Malcolm IV (no. 3) and David I (nos. 4 and 5) of Scotland.
In the eighteenth century, coins of David I had not been identified, and a decade was yet
to elapse before the Dyke hoard of 1780 demonstrated that the crescent-and-pellet issue
belonged to William I of Scotland. Snelling thus concluded that these coins of generally
unfamiliar type had been struck by the Norwegian kings of Man in the twelfth century.
THOMAS SPELLING'S
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Under some of these princes we apprehend were struck the five first pieces in the small plate annexed,
but to which to ascribe them is uncertain, as we cannot make out any name upon them, and the greatest
presumption we have of their belonging to these Kings, is, that they were found in that Island. The time
when published we think was included between the years 1100 and 1200, and most probably by Olave,
or Godred his son; we have heard of many other ancient pieces which were lately found there, and said
to be Danish, but not having seen any, can determine nothing concerning them.
The head of No. 1 is much in the taste of No. 25. pl. I. of our silver coin of Stephen , the reverse exactly
the same; the only letters on it are MITA; there is something in the head of No. 2 which resembles the work
of that time, but the reverse quite singular, as is also the reverse of No. 3., the head of which is worn away,
having round it only MMI:. We have two other pieces with the same reverse, one of which has a profile
head, apparently with a helmet; the reverse likewise of No. 4 is like the last, but the head exactly as no. 29.
of Stephen as is also the next, No. 5. only looks the contrary way, and its reverse much like no. 19, 20. of
Henry the First . This last is in the collection of the Earl of Bute, all the rest are our own.
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London, 1769; incorporated in a volume
of collected Miscellaneous Views; see pp. 40-1.
A. de Cardonnel, Numismata Scotiae, Edinburgh,
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1786, pp. 3-4 & 39-43, and pl. I.
Stephen, BMC type I.
Henry I, BMC types VIII and XII.
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There are a number of reasons for thinking that the engravings of these coins on the block
are highly inaccurate, no. 1 having an inexplicable inscription, no. 3 a portrait that is admittedly invented and no. 5, if its identity with an extant coin as proposed below is established,
being a mirror image. Nevertheless, the types of the coins are clear.
No. I is (as Snelling remarks) of a type belonging to Stephen, BMC VII. How the coin
could read M I T A on the obverse is completely obscure. No feudal issues struck in the name of
authorities other than Stephen are known for this type, which was indeed itself a post-war issue
by which it was attempted to re-establish a unified royal coinage throughout the realm, c. 1150.
The normal obverse reading is'Stiefne, which could hardly be misread as M I T A on a coin apparently
so well preserved as Snelling's. The reading must remain a mystery unless the actual coin can be
identified. Mr. Elmore Jones, whose knowledge of the coins of this type is encyclopaedic, has not
been able to correlate the illustration with any example known to him. If the coin were to be
rediscovered, the irregular shape of the chipped edge in one quarter should assist identification.
No. 2 is a crescent-and-pellet sterling of William the Lion, the obverse apparently reading
Le Rei (Wilame), but the reverse indeterminable from the engraving. The sceptre-heacl,
which is an important chronological criterion in this series (early, cross potent; later, pommee),
is unfortunately invisible. The engraving does not tally obviously with any specimen I have
seen, and indeed on the basis of the worn area of the coin only it would be difficult to sustain
a case for identity. The issue was replaced by short voided-cross sterlings in 1195. It almost
certainly originated before 1180 when the short cross type was introduced in England, for it
has stylistic and physical affinities with the cross-and-crosslets issue of Henry II, 1158 to 1180.
William succeeded his brother Malcolm in 1165, but these coins are not his earliest type, and
there are grounds for believing that they cannot have been struck much, if at all, before 1174
when William surrendered the castles of Berwick, Edinburgh and Roxburgh to the English.
No. 3 is a sterling of Malcolm IV, S. type III, of which the characteristic feature is the
attachment of two of the pellets in the angles of the reverse cross to the inner circle by stalks.
Snelling has restored the head, which was 'worn away', as if it faced the left. In discussing this
illustration, Burns argued that, in view of the position of the initial cross, which "as employed on the obverses of coins with the cross fleurie and pellet reverse, is always placed
behind the head, except when the inscription is retrograde, in which case it is placed in front
. . . the proper position of the head was facing the right'. As Burns further observed, the second
letter of the inscription, MMI, 'as shown by the bar across the top, ought rather to he regarded
as a broad A' and it is 'very probable that the third letter, regarded by Snelling as an i, was
rather an L with the lower part effaced'. The reading MAL combined with OM and OLM on the
other specimens of this type known to him, convinced Burns of their attribution to Malcolm IV.
Whenever the bust is visible on the few known specimens of this type, it does indeed face
right, and Snelling's left-facing reconstruction must be considered entirely imaginative: just
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Reproduced by Pinkerton, Essay on Medals,
3rd Edn., London', 1808, II, pl. 1, no. 9. No. 5 of
Snelling's block is also reproduced, as pl. 1, no. 10.
On these two, Pinkerton commented 'Pennies
published by Snelling, in his account of the coins
of the Isle of Man, and which are suspected to be
Scotish. The types resemble the coins of Stephen
of England'. Pinkerton's engravings are not exact
copies, though very similar. The same two coins are
reproduced in Encyclopaedia Londinensis, ed. J.
Wilkes, 1810-29, vol. IV (pl. II, 32-3, and see p.
826), and by Dr. Charles Clay in Proc. Manchester
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Num. Soc., 1,1871, p. 170, and in his Manx Currency,
1869, p. 35. Clay had acquired the Stephen coin at
Snelling's sale: he says that the engraving is in error
in that the sceptre can faintly be seen on the
original coin, but he does not question the curious
MITA reading. I owe the Wilkes and Clay references to
the courtesy of Mr. Dolleyand Mr. Blunt respectively.
2 F. Elmore Jones, ''Stephen Type VII', BNJ
X X V I I I (1958), pp. 537-554.
Ian Stewart, The Scottish Coinage, London,
1955, pp. 9-11.
4 Coinage of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1887, I, p. 46.
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possibly it results from having engraved a right-facing bust directly on to the plate, without
reversing it (see remarks on no. 5 below).
It is difficult to understand bow Snelling, if indeed he had 'two other pieces with the same
reverse, one of which has a profile head, apparently with a helmet', would not have relied on
the other piece he had with a visible portrait. Some doubt, however, must arise as to whether
the two unillustrated coins really were of Malcolm IV, S. type III, since Snelling writes
'the reverse likewise of No. 4 is like the last' whereas the plate shows that the reverse of no. 4
is of the ordinary cross fleury and pellets type without stalks. The two other pieces could
therefore, if their reverses were without stalks, equally have been of David I, S. group I,
II or I II, or of Malcolm IV, type IV. This last type does have a left-facing bust, and might
have given rise to Snelling's 'profile head, apparently with a helmet'. Burns noticed that
the crown on the two left-facing bust (that is, S. type IV) sterlings of Malcolm known to him
was, like that on the enigmatic crescent-and-pellet sterling reading Dnertivco on the obverse,
'very neatly formed, but with the arch above of the sharply-defined cocked-hat shape of the
crown on the earlier William the Lion coinages' and '. . . further displays the peculiarity of
having a large pellet in the centre of the arch'. This seems to me to suggest the most likely
explanation of Snelling's left-facing bust on no. 3 and of his 'helmet'. One of the unillustrated
pieces may therefore possibly have been of Malcolm IV, type IV.
No. 4, an ordinary cross-fleury-and-pellets coin with right-facing profile, struck Snelling as
having 'the head exactly as no. 29 of Stephen'. Of the three groups of David's sterlings with
this type, group II has generally rather poorly engraved portraits, and its obverse inscriptions
normally begin A V I T . . . or with a blundered version of the same. The figured coin has a
punched upright after the initial cross, suggesting D of Davit, appropriate to group I, which
is also indicated by the Stephen-like portrait. Group III has punch-made dies, and better
portraits than group II, so the order of probability for Snelling's no. 4 is I, III, II.
No. 5 is the most interesting coin of all. Snelling observed the affinity of its reverse type
with two of Henry I, but at that time it was not known that David I struck sterlings with
the reverse type of a pellet-in-annulet, or crescent-and-pellet, in each angle of a plain cross.
Such sterlings are very rare, and when I first saw Pinkerton's version of Snelling's engraving it
immediately called to mind an unpublished example with many comparable features, of which
the most peculiar is the triple-colon on the obverse. This coin is now in my collection, having been
acquired privately from the late Mr. Raymond Carlyon-Britton in September, 1956. His last collection was not begun until after 1947, when he bad sold his coins because of ill-health; and he told
me that the coin had been acquired by him in London. At the same time I obtained from him
another important early Scottish sterling that he had, similarly, acquired recently in London.
The second (fig. 3), of Malcolm IV with the pellets-on-stalks reverse (type III), I subsequently
discovered to have been lot 210 at the sale of the second part of the Marquess of Bute's numismatic collection in 1951. The previous lot, 209, contained six sterlings of David I, all described
as of reverse type 'cross moline, with pellet in each angle within a circle', and called 'type 1'
without reference to whose classification. The 'cross moline'presumably means 'cross fleury', and
the 'circle', the inner circle; but it seems not impossible that the coin illustrated here as fig. 2b
could have been contained in the lot and covered by the curious description quoted.
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Ibid, p. 44.
Burns, fig. 28B; Stewart, pl. I, 15.
Unfortunately the engraving does not reveal
whether the reverse inscription was punched and
coherent (gp. I) or incoherent (gp. Ill), or engraved
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(gp. II). The only point in favour of group II is
the reverse cross, the fleured ends of which are
rather broad and widely splayed.
Sotheby, 11th June, 1951. Lot 210 is illustrated
on pl. VIII of the sale catalogue.
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The theory is largely a guess, but the circumstantial evidence in its favour is strong. CarlyonBritton led me to understand that the Malcolm IV coin and the piece in question came to him
under similar circumstances. Further, if, as I believe is certain, this coin is the model for
no. 5 of Snelling's engraved block, it was in the Bute collection in 1769 and should still have
been on its dispersal in 1951 (see Appendix).
How the coin came to be engraved in reverse cannot be explained, although the cause may
somehow have lain in the fact that this coin belonged to Lord Bute, whereas the other four
were in Snelling's own possession. Fig. 2, which compares no. 5 of Snelling's block in reverse
with the Carlyon-Britton coin, shows how close a general similarity exists between the two.
The obverse is worn at the edge from the back fleur of the crown round to the bottom of the
sceptre; the inscription largely coincides, though R on the coin has become another triplecolon. On the reverse, which is also retrogressively engraved by Snelling, WD corresponds with
the only really clear portion on the actual coin. The edge of the coin is less irregular than is
implied by the engraving. The peculiarities of type and inscription, coupled with areas of
wear (which must be particular to individual coins), convince me that Snelling's engraving
represents the coin which has now been rediscovered. Since the Bute collection was virtually
inaccessible during the nineteenth century, it is not surprising that this remarkable sterling
remained unknown to Scottish numismatists. Burns noticed Snelling's engraving, but only
in view of its type being comparable to other coins which he attributed to David I . From
the illustration, nothing could be made of the inscriptions.
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FIG.

i I, p. 28.

2a.

FIG.

2b.

FIG. 3.
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From the coin itself, however, it emerges that the inscriptions on both sides are coherently
engraved and meaningful. On the obverse, starting at 4 o'clock and reading outwards can
clearly be seen + R E I X D A ( V ? . .). The reverse reads forwards, with several letters inverted
or retrograde, + ( w 1
?) R> (or B) I : R : EEW. The two colons may have been triple colons
as on the obverse, with one stop off the edge of the coin. The interpretation cannot be at all
certain, but. the most likely reading in my view is a moneyer's name, perhaps Wilam or
Walter (two slightly diverging downward strokes, perhaps the lower part of an M or R, are
visible before what I read as the B of the mint-name), with the Berwick mint signature—

Birrew(ici).

All David sterlings with English t}'pe reverses are very rare, but those with the pellet-inannulet or pellet-in-crescent types particularly so. The former have more firmly engraved
reverse inscriptions, and Ricard at Carlisle is identifiable as a moneyer. The latter have less
easily legible reverses, and the Bute coin is the first of its type to produce anything like a
satisfactory mint signature. If it is indeed of Berwick, it could be the earliest surviving coin
from that mint, for there are signs that the earliest coinage of David I was that with English
types, feudal issues struck in the first instance by David and his son Henry at mints in
England, in the manner of other nobles who controlled mints during the civil war. Later, a
true Scottish coinage, with its distinctive reverse type, was introduced at Berwick, Carlisle
and Roxburgh, the last two of which had probably struck coins with English reverses. It
would be satisfactory if Berwick also was represented for these early issues; but the reading
must be considered possible rather than certain.
It has been stated above that the Bute collection, when sold in 1951, contained another
extremely rare coin of this period, of a type known to have been represented in Snelling's
Manx hoard—lot 210 of Malcolm IV (fig. 3). Snelling had two other pieces the reverses of
which he compared to his no. 3. One of these had a visible profile portrait and above is
suggested to have been possibly of Malcolm IV, type IV, which could have given rise to the
left-facing bust imaginatively contributed to the engraving no. 3. The other of the two unillustrated pieces, by the implication of Snelling's wording, perhaps did not have a visible
portrait. Just possibly it could be the same coin as Bute lot 210 which has a right-facing
profile (but so indistinct as to be virtually invisible to an unpractised eye) with a cocked-hat
crown; no trace of the obverse inscription is visible. The reverse reads .. \ B (or D) E : R (v ?),
and is the only, albeit highly doubtful, evidence known to me of Berwick striking for Malcolm.
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Burns fig. 27. See Stewart, 'An Uncertain Mint
of David I', BNJ X X I X (1959), pp. 293-6. Some
additions and corrections can be made to the list
on p. 295. Henry I, type XV, Erebald: specimens
are in B.M. (2 ex L. A. Lawrence, one ex S. Kyme
hoard and one ex Ellman Brown eolln.), F. Elmore
Jones colln., and Stewart colln. (ex H. A. Parsons,
lot 249); BMC mentions only P. W. Carlyon-Britton
lot 1427. Stephen, type I, Erobald: BMC 18, reverse
begins + h . . . , is of Carlisle style, note x in Rex is
disposed as a cross (rev. perhaps Herebald ?). Stephen,
tyj^e I, William: BMC 19 is not of Carlisle style and
I endorse Mr. Dolley's reattribution to Cardiff (BNJ
X X X I , pp. 76-7); B.M. now has 2 specimens of
William (Willem) of Carlisle, ex L. A. Lawrence,
ex S. Kyme hoard; die-duplicates reading Willealme
are in Stewart colln. (ex Lockett 1092, ex Bruun
225, ex Roth 11&, ex Rashleigh 494, ex Watford
find) and Drabble lot 680. See also Drabble lot 727,
1

of which the reading cannot clearly be read from
the illustration in the sale catalogue.
E.g. Burns, fig. 28A = S. fig. 7, in the B.M.:
and NC, 6th s. X V I I I (1958) pl. I, 36 (Stewart
colln., ex Napier sale, lot 217).
For Carlisle, see BNJ X X I X (1959), pp. 293-6.
Roxburgh, B. fig. 28 (?) and R. C. Lockett sale,
part V, lot 13 (ill.) which reads (F)olbol(d :)on: Boke
(which, just possibly, might be Kore, Corbridge, a
mint of Earl Henry).
It also contained a coin of Stephen type V I I
(lot 66), now in Mr. Elmore-Jones's collection,
which is of Castle Rising (BNJ XXVIII, (1958),
p. 549, no. 3 in Table A). This coin was in the Bute
collection in 1767 (see Appendix). It is certainly
not to be identified with the Snelling illustration,
which with its uneven edge should be recognizable
if the coin reappears.
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Snelling, who was a dealer, might later have sold this coin to Lord Bute, who already possessed
one important coin from the same hoard that itself was probably acquired from Snelling.
There is admittedly much that is speculative in the above remarks. Nevertheless, enough
is certain to establish the character of an important hoard. A summary and a list of the contents
are appended. The burial date must have been after c. 1174, or whenever William the Lion's
crescent-and-pellet issue began; if collected much after 1180, a parcel of coins would be likely
to have fewer of the rare early types, and more of the recent issue. Nothing is known of the
circumstances of the find; it was presumably discovered within ten years before 1769, in the
Isle of Man. Perhaps some or all of 'the other ancient pieces which were lately found there,
and said to be Danish', also belonged to the same hoard.
The hoard may be summarized as follows:
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Isle of Man, before 1769.
7 ( + ?) AR Scottish and English sterlings. Deposit c 1180.
English (1): Stephen, BMC type VII, mint and moneyer not recorded. Scotland (6): David I, gp. IVc,
Berwick? (1); gp. I, I I I or II (1); David I or Malcolm IV, profile head and cross fleury with pellets (2);
Malcolm IV, type I I I (1); William I, 2nd coinage, no details (1).
Disposition: Snelling and Lord Bute.
Published by Snelling, Miscellaneous Views, 1769, p. 41; and discussed by Ian Stewart in BNJ, X X X I I I
(1964) pp. 48-56.

APPENDIX
NOTE ON THE CONTENTS OF THE BUTE COLLECTION
The evidence for the contents of the Bute collection consists of the catalogue for the sale
at Sotheby's on 11th June, 1951, a brief notice of 'The Bute Collection of Medals ancl Coins'
contributed to the Numismatic Chronicle by Jonathan Rashleigh (NC, XIII, 1850, pp. 1-7),
and a manuscript catalogue dating from the 1760's. The greater part of the collection seems
to have been put together by John, third Earl of Bute, who had been Prime Minister to
George III in 1762-3 and who died in 1792.
According to Rashleigh in 1850, it comprised some 4,700 pieces in all—English gold, 43,
and silver, 197; Scots gold, 57, and silver, 66; Roman about 100; and 4,231 medals 'in all
metals, and of every country in Europe'. Rashleigh commented 'The Scotch coins appear to
have been selected with an attempt to form a series; also considerable regard has been paid
to the condition of the specimens, for most of them are in good preservation, and they form
altogether a very fair collection. Among them we observed a third of a Rider of James V
(Cardonnel, gold, plate ii. 10) and some rare coins of Mary in gold and silver. Also, a fine lion
and sceptre piece of James VI, and a silver forty-shilling piece of the same king, 1561
(Cardonnel, pl. xi. 8). The Scotch collection as a whole is very satisfactory.'
Rashleigh's figures do not entirely accord with the evidence of the manuscript catalogue,
and further doubt on their accuracy is cast by the errors in his references to individual pieces.
The 'third of a Rider' of James V i s a gold one merk or -J bonnet piece; the rider was not a type
If it was not, Snelling would hardly have known
of it to illustrate in this context.
Since Lord Bute may not have owned the
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David I sterling in 1707 (see Appendix), the hoard
may have come into Snelling's possession very
shortly before 1769.

MANX H O A R D : LIST OF O
No.

Snelling
fig. no.

Obv.

Type

Ruler

1

Stephen

BMC VII

5

David I

S. Group IVo

1 Supposed to read

. . MITA . .

Bust. rt.
+

BE : XDA(V..)

reading outwards
David I

Inscription begins with
punched upright
MMI engraved for MAL.
Bust shown as left-facing
but 'worn away' and presumably incorrectly restored
? Malcolm
'Profile head, apparently
S. type IV
with a helmet'; if leftfacing (i.e. Male, type IV)
it could have inspired the
erroneous reconstruction of
the head of no. 4 by Snelling
(his fig. no. 3)
Gp. I, II or I I I No details—bust perhaps
Type I I I or IV illegible

S. Group I, III
or I I
Malcolm IV S. type I I I

David or
Malcolm

}

David or
Malcolm

}{

William
the Lion
Others ?

2nd coinage—
crescent-andpellet type

LEREI(—)

Sceptre-head worn

OINS
Rev.
Illegible

Crescent - and - pellet (with
extra dots) in each angle of
cross potent. + (?w. . . .)
B ( ? ) I : E : E E W (some letters
inverted or retrograde)
Illegible
Pellets with stalks

Remarks
Apparently unknown to-day
but if extant should be
identifiable by irregular
O
edge.
w
Bute collection in 17G9 H
H
(Bute Sale, lot 209?); R. H
Carlyon-Britton coll. (? i-9
1951); Stewart coll. (1956) W
6
fig. 2b of this paper. See H
12J
Burns, I, p.28.
H

a

See Burns, I, p.40.

U

'Same reverse' as Snelling
no. 4—but Snelling no. 3 is
also described as same as
no. 4, so pellets on stalks
are not necessarily implied
'Same reverse' as Snelling
no. 4—See remarks on rev.
of. no. 5
Indeterminate inscription

>

K>
U1
o
[Bute coll. (lot 210) contained a Male. IV type I I I
with illegible obv., fig. 3 of
this paper].

cH

H

K
Qai

Snelling, p. 40 'many other
ancient pieces . . . lately
found' in Man might have
been part of this hoard.
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struck by James V. The remark about 'a silver forty-shilling piece of the same king [James VI],
1561 (Cardonnel, pl. xi. 8)' is complete nonsense. Cardonnel's plate ix (sic), no. 8, shows a
forty-shilling piece of 1582, one of the classic rarities of the Scottish series, of which a specimen
was catalogued in the Bute collection in the eighteenth century. What is presumably the same
coin formed lot 256 of the Bute sale in 1951, passed through the H. A. Parsons (lot 756) and
R. Carlyon-Britton collections, and is now in the writer's. The coin is worthy of note here,
since although double struck it is perceptibly from dies other than those of the two varieties
discussed by Mr. Robert Kerr (NC 1948, p. 104). The Bute specimen is illustrated in both
the Bute and Parsons sale catalogues.
The Ashmolean Museum recently acquired from the sale of the numismatic library of
Mr. Weber cle Vore a sumptuous eighteenth-century catalogue of the Bute collection. Its fine
red leather binding is embossed in gold with the Bute arms surrounded by the Garter, to
which order Lord Bute was admitted in 1762. The contents are listed under the following
headings:
English Gold Medallions & Medals
— Gold Coins
— Silver Coins
— Large Silver Coins
— Copper & Tin Coins
Irish, Isle of Man, & Plantation Copper Coins
Scotch Gold Coins
— Silver Coins
— Large Silver Coins
— Copper & Billon Coins
Scotch Medallions & Medals Silver
Foreign Gold Coins
— Silver Coins
— Copper Coins

No. of Items
7
29
179
32
29
25
58
144
39
30
11
5
53
17

These categories and their totals are not exact. In a few cases duplicates are not listed with
separate numbers, and one item, for example, covers a number of cut halfpence and farthings.
Under English silver coins are included a few Irish and New England pieces. English copper
embraces Carausius and Allectus as well as tokens and patterns. A few items have no details
or weights (e.g. Richard I penny, Mary silver -3- ryal) and these appear to be blank entries representing gaps in the collection which it was hoped to fill.
The catalogue includes a set of small English silver dated 1763, a medal of Prince Frederick's
installation as Bishop of "Oznaburgh" in 1764, and a double sovereign of Maria Theresa of 1767.
The English gold and silver coins are classified according to Snelling, whose Miscellaneous
Viezvs were published collectively in 1769, but the English parts of which had appeared
separately in 1763 and 1762 respectively. The Scots coins, however, are listed with reference
to Anderson's Diplomatum et Numismatuni Scotiae Thesaurus, 1739; Snelling's View of the
Silver Coin and Coinage of Scotland did not appear until 1774. Two columns are given for the
weights of the English gold coins—one the theoretical ('per Indent'), the second the actual
('weight 1767').
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There is every reason to think that the catalogue, which is uniform in format and handwriting, was written in 1767. Probably much of the collection was gathered in the 1760's.
Unfortunately the catalogue does not refer to the David I penny from the Manx hoard, which,
if Lord Bute concurred in the attribution to the Norwegian kings of Man, would not in fact
have fitted into any of the sections of the catalogue. However, he may not yet have acquired
the piece in 1767.
Though not strictly comparable with the figures in 1767 or with those given by Rashleigh,
the totals at the time of dispersal in 1951 as shown by the sale catalogue were: English gold,
58 (to the end of the reign of George III), silver, about 310 to 1790; Scottish gold, 81, and
silver 397. Much seems to have been added both between 1767 and 1850 (some English gold,
and perhaps most of the foreign medals), and in the last century of the collection's existence.
There is no reason to suppose that any of the coins listed in 1767 or subsequently acquired by
the third earl were not still in the collection in 1951.

